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Abstract
The pdfreview package lets you add comments in the page margins of PDF files, e.g. when reviewing
manuscripts or grading reports. The PDF file to be annotated is included, one page at a time, as
graphics, in a manner similar to the pdfpages package. Notes are placed in the margin next to the
included graphics using a grid of help lines. Alternatively, only numbers are placed in the page margins,
and the notes are collected into a numbered list at the end of the document.

Note that this package is not intended for adding notes directly to the LATEX source of the document
that is being reviewed; instead, the document undergoing review is already in PDF format and remains
unchanged. Also note that this package does not produce the usual PDF ‘sticky notes’ that must be
opened by clicking on them; instead, the notes are simply shown as text.

1 An example

Let’s assume a student submitted his essay as lorem-ipsum.pdf. In order to review and annotate it, I create
this wrapper LATEX document:

\documentclass[letterpaper,10pt]{article}

\usepackage[
sourcedoc=lorem-ipsum.pdf, % declare the PDF document being reviewed
grid=true, % draw help lines for margin notes (set false when done)
bodywidth=0.66, % set width of source doc page as fraction of \textwidth
twocolumn=true, % place margin notes on both sides
trim=2cm, % trim all page margins of source doc by this amount

]{pdfreview}

\begin{document}

\begin{page}{1} % mount the first page

\begin{leftnotes} % write notes into the left margin
\cnote{84}{It looks like Latin.} % place note centered on help line 84
\bnote{68}{Is this really Latin?} % align bottom of note to help line 68
\tnote{16}{No, not Latin} % align top of note to help line 16
\end{leftnotes} % notes after this point go into the right margin

\tnote{48}{You really should be writing proper Latin}
\cnote{12}{Cite your references}
\end{page}

% \begin{page}{2} % mount the next page
% \note{...}{...} etc.

\end{document}
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This gives us the following output (only the first page is shown):
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Another day in paradise
by Joe Blow

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Ut purus elit, vestibulum ut,
placerat ac, adipiscing vitae, felis. Curabitur
dictum gravida mauris. Nam arcu libero, non-
ummy eget, consectetuer id, vulputate a, magna.
Donec vehicula augue eu neque. Pellentesque
habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et
malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Mauris ut
leo. Cras viverra metus rhoncus sem. Nulla et
lectus vestibulum urna fringilla ultrices. Phasel-
lus eu tellus sit amet tortor gravida placerat. In-
teger sapien est, iaculis in, pretium quis, viverra
ac, nunc. Praesent eget sem vel leo ultrices
bibendum. Aenean faucibus. Morbi dolor nulla,
malesuada eu, pulvinar at, mollis ac, nulla. Cur-
abitur auctor semper nulla. Donec varius orci
eget risus. Duis nibh mi, congue eu, accumsan
eleifend, sagittis quis, diam. Duis eget orci sit
amet orci dignissim rutrum.

Nam dui ligula, fringilla a, euismod sodales,
sollicitudin vel, wisi. Morbi auctor lorem non
justo. Nam lacus libero, pretium at, lobortis
vitae, ultricies et, tellus. Donec aliquet, tor-
tor sed accumsan bibendum, erat ligula aliquet
magna, vitae ornare odio metus a mi. Morbi
ac orci et nisl hendrerit mollis. Suspendisse ut
massa. Cras nec ante. Pellentesque a nulla. Cum
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturi-
ent montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Aliquam
tincidunt urna. Nulla ullamcorper vestibulum
turpis. Pellentesque cursus luctus mauris.

Nulla malesuada porttitor diam. Donec fe-
lis erat, congue non, volutpat at, tincidunt tris-
tique, libero. Vivamus viverra fermentum felis.
Donec nonummy pellentesque ante. Phasellus
adipiscing semper elit. Proin fermentum massa
ac quam. Sed diam turpis, molestie vitae, plac-
erat a, molestie nec, leo. Maecenas lacinia.
Nam ipsum ligula, eleifend at, accumsan nec,
suscipit a, ipsum. Morbi blandit ligula feugiat
magna. Nunc eleifend consequat lorem. Sed

lacinia nulla vitae enim. Pellentesque tincidunt
purus vel magna. Integer non enim. Praesent eu-
ismod nunc eu purus. Donec bibendum quam in
tellus. Nullam cursus pulvinar lectus. Donec et
mi. Nam vulputate metus eu enim. Vestibulum
pellentesque felis eu massa.

Quisque ullamcorper placerat ipsum. Cras
nibh. Morbi vel justo vitae lacus tincidunt ultri-
ces. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. In hac habitasse platea dictumst.
Integer tempus convallis augue. Etiam facili-
sis. Nunc elementum fermentum wisi. Aenean
placerat. Ut imperdiet, enim sed gravida sollic-
itudin, felis odio placerat quam, ac pulvinar elit
purus eget enim. Nunc vitae tortor. Proin tem-
pus nibh sit amet nisl. Vivamus quis tortor vitae
risus porta vehicula.

Fusce mauris. Vestibulum luctus nibh at lec-
tus. Sed bibendum, nulla a faucibus semper, leo
velit ultricies tellus, ac venenatis arcu wisi vel
nisl. Vestibulum diam. Aliquam pellentesque,
augue quis sagittis posuere, turpis lacus congue
quam, in hendrerit risus eros eget felis. Maece-
nas eget erat in sapien mattis porttitor. Vestibu-
lum porttitor. Nulla facilisi. Sed a turpis eu
lacus commodo facilisis. Morbi fringilla, wisi
in dignissim interdum, justo lectus sagittis dui,
et vehicula libero dui cursus dui. Mauris tem-
por ligula sed lacus. Duis cursus enim ut au-
gue. Cras ac magna. Cras nulla. Nulla eges-
tas. Curabitur a leo. Quisque egestas wisi eget
nunc. Nam feugiat lacus vel est. Curabitur con-
sectetuer.

Suspendisse vel felis. Ut lorem lorem, inter-
dum eu, tincidunt sit amet, laoreet vitae, arcu.
Aenean faucibus pede eu ante. Praesent enim
elit, rutrum at, molestie non, nonummy vel, nisl.
Ut lectus eros, malesuada sit amet, fermentum
eu, sodales cursus, magna. Donec eu purus.
Quisque vehicula, urna sed ultricies auctor, pede
lorem egestas dui, et convallis elit erat sed nulla.
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It looks like Latin.

Is this really Latin?

No, not Latin

You really should be
writing proper Latin

Cite your references

When you have added all your comments, you can set the package option grid=false in order to hide
the help lines. That is essentially it, already; some more options and a few tips and tricks will be given
below.

2 Package options

sourcedoc (〈file name〉; default: noname). Name of the PDF file to be reviewed. The file extension (.pdf)
can be omitted.

withnotesonly (〈boolean〉; default: false). By default, pdfreview will output every page that was mounted
with \begin{page} ... \end{page}, even if no notes were placed on the page. If set to true, pages
on which no notes were made will be omitted from the output. This can be useful to reduce file size.
Pages inserted with \begin{insertpage} ... \end{insertpage} will always be included in the out-
put, regardless of whether or not they are empty.
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twocolumn (〈boolean〉; default: false). If true, place included page in the middle and arrange for margin
notes on both sides. If false, place included page on the left and have margin notes on the right hand
side only.

inline (〈boolean〉; default: true). If true, print the note text into the page margin. If false, print only
the number of each note into the page margin. In the latter case, the note text will be collected and
printed out as an enumerate’d list at the end of the document. Numbers in the margin and list items
will be reciprocally hyperlinked.

notenumbers (〈boolean〉; default: false). If true, start each note with its number. If option inline is false,
the number is printed regardless of this option.

grid (〈boolean〉; default: true). Draw help lines for margin notes.

gridcolor (〈color name〉; default: black!30). Color to use for help lines and line numbers.

maxscale (〈number〉; default: 100). Number of vertical length units/help lines for placing margin notes. If
not divisible by 4, you will get a few ugly surplus lines at the top.

stretch (〈number〉; default: 1). By default, the vertical scale for placing margin notes is exactly as high as
the first source document page. If that doesn’t work well for some reason—for example, because you
manually trim some pages more than others (see below)—then you can use this fudge factor to adjust
the height of the scale manually. The scale will always be the same for all pages though.

bodywidth (〈number〉; default: 0.75). Width of the included source doc page, as fraction of \textwidth of
the wrapper document. The remainder of \textwidth will be used for the margin notes.
The default of 0.75 should be suitable in combination with inline=true,twocolumn=false, that is,
with full note text in the right margin only (which is my own most common use case). Use smaller
values with inline=true,twocolumn=true or larger ones with inline=false.

trim (〈length(s)〉; default: 1cm). How much to trim off the margins of each page of the source document.
This option is passed to the \adjustbox macro from the package by the same name. Accordingly, you
can use two lengths to specify separate trimmings for horizontal and vertical margins, and four lengths
to specify separate values for the left, lower, right, and top margins (in this order. No, it doesn’t
resemble a clock, fuel gauge, or anything else that mere mortals might have encountered).
Note that multiple lengths values must be surrounded with braces, e.g. trim={1cm 2cm} or trim={1cm
2cm 0cm 1cm}. If you omit the braces, only the first length value will be used, and the others will be
silently ignored.

alignnotes (〈t,b, or c〉; default: c). Vertical alignment of a margin note declared with \note. Can be
overridden by passing t or b as an optional argument (e.g. \note[b]{Go boil your bottoms} or
\note[t]{I shall taunt you a second time}).

notesbg (〈color name or ‘none’〉; default: yellow). Background color to use for the margin notes. If ‘none’,
the background will be transparent.

notesframe (〈color name or ‘none’〉; default: black). Color to use for the box frame of the margin notes.
If ‘none’, no box is drawn.

notesep (〈length〉; default: 3pt). Empty space between included page and margin notes.

fontsize (〈string〉; default: footnotesize). Font size to use for the margin notes. Use any of the usual
font size commands, but without the backslash.

pageoffset (〈number〉; default: 0). This option only affects the PDF bookmarks for each page of the
current document; it is intended to synchronize the bookmarks with the page numbers of the source
document.
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By default, pdfreview simply numbers all included pages consecutively, starting with 1. If the source
document has, say, 5 unnumbered (or Roman-numbered) pages preceding the proper page 1, you can
declare this with pageoffset=-5; in this case, the first 5 pages will be given Roman numerals, and
Arabic numbers will start (at 1) on the sixth physical page. Similarly, if the source document is missing
some logical pages at the beginning, you can correct for this using a positive value for pageoffset.
(As usual, the least useful options require the most explanation.)

insertpagemargin (〈length〉; default: 2.5cm). If you have comments of a general nature, or ones that don’t
fit comfortably into the page margin, you can put them on separate pages insert one or more empty
pages using the insertpage environment (see below).
By default, pdfreview leaves only very narrow empty page margins beyond the margin notes. For
inserted text pages, it is more appropriate to use a wider margin; you can adjust it with this option.

3 Macros

\note[〈alignment〉]{〈height〉}{〈text〉} The optional alignment argument is one of b, c, or t. The
〈height〉 argument names the help line to align to; 〈text〉 is the content of the note. (The 〈height〉
argument doesn’t have to be an integral number. Also, it can fall outside of the displayed help line
scale, within reason.
Note that the entire text of each note will go inside a TikZ node. This means you cannot use empty
lines within a note to insert paragraphs. If you do need paragraphs, use the \par macro instead.

\bnote{〈height〉}{〈text〉} Shorthand for \note[b]{〈height 〉}{〈text 〉}. Analogous \cnote and \tnote.

\sourcedoc{〈file name〉} Set the file name of the PDF file whose pages are to be included. More commonly,
this is done using the sourcedoc package option (see above). However, this macro can be used to switch
to another source document halfway through.

4 Environments

\begin{page}[〈graphics options〉]{〈page number〉} ... \end{page} This environment loads the phys-
ical page 〈page number〉 from the source document and sets up the container for the margin notes. The
formatting and scaling of the included page and of the margin notes is subject to the package options
described earlier.
The optional 〈graphics options〉 are passed to the \adjustbox macro from the package of the same
name. You could use this for example to override the global trim package option for this one page,
like so: trim={0cm 1cm}.

\begin{leftnotes}... \end{leftnotes} This environment goes inside a page environment. In twocolumn
mode, it will move the enclosed \note macros to the left page margin; with twocolumn=false it does
nothing, that is, notes enclosed in leftnotes will show up in the right margin.

\begin{rightnotes}... \end{rightnotes} Never does anything, ever; it only exists to avoid tripping up
users who surmise its existence from that of the leftnotes environment.

\begin{insertpage}[〈heading〉] ... \end{insertpage} Inserts one or more extra pages for longer com-
ments. These are not subject to any special formatting, except for the page margin, which can be set us-
ing a package option (see above). Alternatively, you can set the margins manually using \newgeometry
and \restoregeometry from the geometry package, which is loaded by pdfreview. (The optional ar-
gument 〈heading〉 defaults to “General comments”.)
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5 Practical recommendations

5.1 Page space usage

Obviously, one needs to make some judicious choices in order to allow enough space for our margin comments
yet also keep the included PDF pages legible. Use the trim package option to shave off empty margins from
the included PDF pages.

The geometry package will be loaded to divide up the page. By default, pdfreview leaves 0.25 cm empty
margins on both sides. If you load the geometry package yourself, pdfreview will respect your settings and
not impose its own margin width. In that case, note that the entire content—included PDF page and margin
notes—will go inside \textwidth. Any margins you declare using the geometry package will remain entirely
empty. Also note that any geometry settings can be declared in the preamble only; if you try to change the
margins within the document using \newgeometry, things will unravel.

5.2 Vertical overlap of margin notes

There is no automatic mechanism that would prevent mutual overlap of margin notes; this has to be pre-
vented manually. Where space is tight, it may help to use e.g. a \bnote{60}{some note} followed by a
\tnote{60}{another note}; no space is wasted between both notes, yet at the same time they will not
overlap.

The bodywidth package option also decides the horizontal and vertical space available for the margin
notes. Should you decide half-way through to reduce the bodywidth parameter, this will create more hor-
izontal space for the notes, but at the same time reduce the vertical space. This may occasionally create
some new vertical overlap that would have to be fixed manually.

Another consideration is what font to use for your notes, and at what size. Times is a nice, space-saving
font (in pdfLaTeX, you can load it with \usepackage{mathptmx}). You can adjust the font size using the
corresponding package option (e.g. fontsize=scriptsize).

5.3 Writing less boiler plate code

While the code to set up each page is pretty compact, it can still become tiresome to write for long source
documents. The package includes a bash script named pdfreview.sh, which generates a document skeleton
containing a page environment for each page of a source document:

mpalmer@holzkopf:/data$ pdfreview.sh source.pdf > review.tex

The script requires 1) ghostscript, 2) bash (obviously) and 3) that you place it somewhere into your shell’s
path.

5.4 File size

Particularly when working with large source files, pdfreview can produce some startlingly large PDF output
files. This problem is apparently related to the way \includegraphics works and has been described before
(see https://tex.stackexchange.com/questions/207527/). It can be amended by post-processing the
output PDF file with ghostscript, for example:

gs -sDEVICE=pdfwrite -dCompatibilityLevel=1.4 -dPDFSETTINGS=/printer -dNOPAUSE -dQUIET \
-dBATCH -sOutputFile=post-processed.pdf output.pdf

The package contains a bash script named pdfshrink.sh that wraps the call to ghostscript and which
you can use like

mpalmer@holzkopf:/data$ pdfshrink.sh large.pdf

An optional second argument controls the resolution of included bitmap graphics, with possible values (in
order of decreasing resolution) prepress, printer, default (the default value), ebook, and screen. A
optional third argument can be used to indicate the output file name.

Again, you need to save the script in a directory listed in your shell’s search path for this work.
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5.5 Uncooperative input files

Occasionally, I’ve run into source documents that failed to cooperate with the page-wise inclusion attempted
by pdfreview. I got around that by first printing the recalcitrant PDF input file to another PDF file—or,
alternatively, running through pdfshrink—and then using the resulting file as the source document instead.
(This might also be useful on occasion when using the pdfpages package.)

6 Implementation

This package depends on several others that are all in TeXLive. Among these is the ulem package, which
makes the \sout{strike me out} command available for a strike-through effect. The geometry package is
used for dividing up the page; if you load it yourself, your settings will be respected, as long you declare them
in the preamble (but don’t use \newgeometry halfway through the document). The adjustbox package is
used to scale and trim the included pages, and also to scale the containers for the margin notes. The environ
package is used to implement the page environment. The tikz package is used for placing help lines and
margin notes.

For further details, see the package file itself.

7 Revision history

May 2017 initial version (1.00)

September 2017 corrections to documentation; added withnotesonly option (1.1)

8 License

All files in this package are subject to the LaTeX project public license (see http://www.latex-project.
org/lppl.txt).
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